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Jochen Renz Bernhard NebelInstitut f�ur Informatik, Albert-Ludwigs-Universit�at FreiburgAm Flughafen 17, D-79110 Freiburg, GermanyAbstractThe computational properties of qualitativespatial reasoning have been investigated tosome degree. However, the question for theboundary between polynomial and NP-hardreasoning problems has not been addressed yet.In this paper we explore this boundary in the\Region Connection Calculus" RCC-8. We ex-tend Bennett's encoding of RCC-8 in modallogic. Based on this encoding, we prove thatreasoning is NP-complete in general and iden-tify a maximal tractable subset of the rela-tions in RCC-8 that contains all base rela-tions. Further, we show that for this subsetpath-consistency is su�cient for deciding con-sistency.1 IntroductionWhen describing a spatial con�guration or when reason-ing about such a con�guration, often it is not possible ordesirable to obtain precise, quantitative data. In thesecases, qualitative reasoning about spatial con�gurationsmay be used.One particular approach in this context has been de-veloped by Randell, Cui, and Cohn [1992], the so-calledRegion Connection Calculus (RCC), which is based onbinary topological relations. One variant of this calcu-lus, RCC-8, uses eight mutually exhaustive and pairwisedisjoint relations, called base relations, to describe thetopological relationship between two regions (see alsoEgenhofer [1991]).Some of the computational properties of this calculushave been analyzed by Grigni et al. [1995] and Nebel[1995]. However, no attempt has yet been made to de-termine the boundary between polynomial and NP-hardfragments of RCC-8, as it has been done for Allen's [1983]�This research was partially supported by DFG as partof the project fast-qual-space, which is part of the DFGspecial research e�ort on \Spatial Cognition".

interval calculus [Nebel and B�urckert, 1995]. We addressthis problem and identify a maximal fragment of RCC-8that is still tractable and contains all base relations.As in the case of qualitative temporal reasoning, thisproof relies on a computer generated case-analysis thatcannot be reproduced in a research paper.1 Further, weshow that for this fragment path-consistency is su�cientfor deciding consistency.22 Qualitative Spatial Reasoning withRCCRCC is a topological approach to qualitative spatial rep-resentation and reasoning where spatial regions are sub-sets of topological space [Randell et al., 1992]. Relation-ships between spatial regions are de�ned in terms of therelation C(a; b) which is true i� the closure of region ais connected to the closure of region b, i.e. if they sharea common point. Regions themselves do not have to beinternally connected, i.e. a region may consist of di�er-ent disconnected parts. The domain of spatial variables(denoted as X;Y ; Z) is the whole topological space.In this work we will focus on RCC-8, but most of ourresults can easily be applied to RCC-5, a subset of RCC-8[Bennett, 1994]. RCC-8 uses a set of eight pairwise dis-joint and mutually exhaustive relations, called base rela-tions, denoted as DC, EC, PO, EQ, TPP, NTPP, TPP�1,and NTPP�1, with the meaning of DisConnected, Ex-ternally Connected, Partial Overlap, EQual, TangentialProper Part, Non-Tangential Proper Part, and their con-verses. Examples for these relations are shown in Fig-ure 1. In RCC-5 the boundary of a region is not takeninto account, i.e. one does not distinguish between DCand EC and between TPP and NTPP. These relations arecombined to the RCC-5 base relations DR for DiscReteand PP for Proper Part, respectively.Sometimes it is not known which of the eight baserelations holds between two regions, but it is possible1The programs can be obtained from the authors.2Full proofs can be found in our technical report [Renzand Nebel, 1997].
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XX YX YPO(X;Y ) EQ(X;Y ) NTPP(X;Y ) NTPP�1(X;Y )Figure 1: Two-dimensional examples for the eight baserelations of RCC-8to restrict to some of them. In order to represent this,unions of base relations can be used. Since base relationsare pairwise disjoint, this results in 28 di�erent relations,including the union of all base relations, which is calleduniversal relation. In the following we will write sets ofbase relations to denote these unions. Using this nota-tion, DR, e.g., is identical to fDC;ECg. Spatial formulasare written asXRY , where R is a spatial relation. Apartfrom union ([), other operations are de�ned, namely,converse (^), intersection (\), and composition (�) ofrelations. The formal de�nitions of these operations are:8X;Y : X(R [ S)Y $ XRY _XSY ,8X;Y : X(R \ S)Y $ XRY ^XSY ,8X;Y : XR^Y $ Y RX,8X;Y : X(R � S)Y $ 9Z : (XRZ ^ ZSY ):The compositions of the eight base relations are shownin Table 1. Every entry in the composition table speci�esthe relation obtained by composing the base relation ofthe corresponding row with the base relation of the cor-responding column. Composition of two arbitrary RCC-8relations can be obtained by computing the union of thecomposition of the base relations.A spatial con�guration can be described by a set �of spatial formulas. One important computational prob-lem is deciding consistency of �, i.e. deciding whetherit is possible to assign regions to the spatial variablesin a way that all relations hold. We call this problemRSAT. When only relations of a speci�c set S are usedin �, the corresponding reasoning problem is denotedRSAT(S). In the following bS denotes the closure of Sunder composition, intersection, and converse.3 Encoding of RCC-8 in Modal LogicIn this work we use Bennett's [1995] encoding of RCC-8in propositional modal logic.3 Bennett obtained this en-coding by analyzing the relationship of regions to theuniverse U . He restricted his analysis to closed regions3We assume in the remainder that the reader is familiarwith modal logic as presented, e.g., by Fitting [1993].

� DC EC PO TPP NTPP TPP-1 NTPP-1 EQDR DR DR DRDC * PO PO PO PO DC DC DCPP PP PP PPDR DR,EQ DR EC POEC PO PO,TPP PO PO PP DR DC ECPP-1 TPP-1 PP PPDR DR PO PO DR DRPO PO PO * PP PP PO PO POPP-1 PP-1 PP-1 PP-1DR DR,EQ DRTPP DC DR PO PP NTPP PO,TPP PO TPPPP TPP-1 PP-1DR DRNTPP DC DC PO NTPP NTPP PO * NTPPPP PPDR EC PO PO,EQ POTPP-1 PO PO PP-1 TPP PP PP-1 NTPP-1 TPP-1PP-1 PP-1 TPP-1DR PO PO PO PO,EQNTPP-1 PO PP-1 PP-1 PP-1 PP NTPP-1 NTPP-1 NTPP-1PP-1 PP-1EQ DC EC PO TPP NTPP TPP-1 NTPP-1 EQTable 1: Composition table for the eight base relationsof RCC-8, where � speci�es the universal relationRelation Model Constraints Entailment ConstraintsDC :(X ^ Y ) :X;:YEC :(IX ^ IY ) :(X ^ Y );:X;:YPO | :(IX ^ IY ); X ! Y ;Y ! X;:X;:YTPP X ! Y X ! IY ; Y ! X;:X;:YTPP�1 Y ! X Y ! IX;X ! Y ;:X;:YNTPP X ! IY Y ! X;:X;:YNTPP�1 Y ! IX X ! Y ;:X;:YEQ X ! Y ; Y ! X :X;:YTable 2: Encoding of the base relations in modal logicthat are connected if they share a point and overlap ifthey share an interior point. If, e.g, X and Y are discon-nected, the complement of the intersection of X and Yis equal to the universe. Further, both regions must notbe empty, i.e. the complements of both X and Y are notequal to the universe. In this way the eight base relationscan be represented by constraints of the form (m = U),called model constraints, and (m 6= U), called entail-ment constraints, where m is a set-theoretic expressioncontaining perhaps the topological interior operator i.Any model constraint must hold, whereas no entailmentconstraint must hold [Bennett, 1994].The model and entailment constraints can be encodedin modal logic, where spatial variables correspond topropositional atoms and the interior operator i to amodal operator I (see Table 2). The axioms for i mustalso hold for the modal operator I, which results in thefollowing axioms [Bennett, 1995]:1: IX ! X , 3: I> $ > (for any tautology >),2: IIX $ IX , 4: I(X ^ Y )$ IX ^ IY:



Axioms 1 and 2 correspond to the modal logics T and 4,axioms 3 and 4 already hold for any modal logic K, so Iis a modal S4-operator.The four axioms speci�ed by Bennett are not su�-cient to exclude non-closed regions. In order to accountfor that, we add two formulas for each atom, which cor-respond to topological properties of closed regions. Aclosed region is the closure of an open region and thecomplement of a closed region is an open region:X $ :I:IX; :X $ I:X:In order to combine the di�erent model and entailmentconstraints, Bennett [1995] uses another modal operator2. 2m is interpreted as m = U and :2m as m 6= U .Any model constraint m can be written as 2m and anyentailment constraint as :2m. If 2X is true in a worldw of a modelM, written as (M; w j̀ 2X), then X mustbe true in any world ofM. So 2 is an S5-operator withthe constraint that all worlds are mutually accessible.Therefore Bennett [1995] calls it a strong S5-operator.So the encoding of RCC-8 is done in multi-modal logicwith an S4-operator and a strong S5-operator.Let � be a set of RCC-8 formulas and Reg(�) be theset of spatial variables used in �, then m(�) speci�esthe modal encoding of �, wherem(�) =  ^XRY 2�m1(XRY )! ^0@ ^X2Reg(�)m2(X)1A :m1(XRY ) is a disjunction of the conjunctively con-nected model and entailment constraints for the baserelations in R. m2 results from the axioms of the I-operator and the additional properties of closed regions:m2(X) = 2(IX ! X) ^ 2(IX ! IIX)^2(:X ! I:X) ^ 2(X ! :I:IX):2(IIX ! IX), 2(I:X ! :X) and 2(:I:IX ! X) areentailed by the other formulas and can be ignored. Asfollows from the work by Bennett [1995], � is consistenti� m(�) is satis�able.In order to refer to the single model and entailmentconstraints, we will introduce some abbreviations.De�nition 3.1 Abbreviations for the model constraints:�xy � 2(:(X ^ Y )) Axy � 2(:(IX ^ IY ))�xy � 2(X ! Y ) Bxy � 2(X ! IY )xy � 2(Y ! X) Cxy � 2(Y ! IX):As the entailment constraints are negations of the modelconstraints, they will be abbreviated as negations of theabove abbreviations. When it is obvious which atomsare used, the abbreviations will be written without in-dices. The abbreviations can be regarded as \proposi-tional atoms". Then it is possible to write the modal

encoding m1(XRY ) of every relation R of RCC-8 as a\propositional formula" of abbreviations. We will callthis formula the abbreviated form of R. In the remain-der we will use the encoding of m1(XRY ) such that theabbreviated form is in conjunctive normal form (CNF).4 Computational Properties of RCC-8In this section we prove that reasoning with RCC-8 aswell as RCC-5 is NP-hard. A similar but weaker resulthas been proven by Grigni et al. [1995] (see Section 8).In this paper NP-hardness proofs for di�erent sets Sof RCC-8 relations will be carried out. All of them usea reduction of a propositional satis�ability problem toRSAT(S) by constructing a set of spatial formulas � forevery instance I of the propositional problem, such that� is consistent i� I is a positive instance. These satis�-ability problems include 3SAT, NOT-ALL-EQUAL-3SATwhere every clause has at least one true and one falseliteral, and ONE-IN-THREE-3SAT where exactly one lit-eral in every clause must be true [Garey and Johnson,1979].The reductions have in common that every literal aswell as every literal occurrence L is reduced to two spa-tial variables XL and Y L and a relation R = Rt [ Rf ,where Rt \ Rf = ; and XLRY L. L is true i� XLRtY Lholds and false i� XLRfY L holds. Additional \polar-ity" constraints have to be introduced to assure that forthe spatial variablesX:L and Y :L, corresponding to thenegation of L, X:LRtY :L holds i� XLRfY L holds, andvice versa. Using these polarity constraints, spatial vari-ables of negative literal occurrences are connected to thespatial variables of the corresponding positive literal, andlikewise for positive literal occurrences and negative lit-erals. Further, \clause" constraints have to be added toassure that the clause requirements of the speci�c propo-sitional problem are satis�ed in the reduction.Theorem 4.1 RSAT(RCC-5) is NP-hard.Proof Sketch. Transformation of NOT-ALL-EQUAL-3SAT to RSAT(RCC-5) (see also Grigni et al. [1995]).Rt = fPPg and Rf = fPP�1g. Polarity constraints:XLfPP;PP�1gX:L; Y LfPP;PP�1gY :L,XLfPOgY :L; Y LfPOgX:L.Clause constraints for every clause c = fi; j; kg:XifPP;PP�1gXj ; XjfPP;PP�1gXk; XkfPP;PP�1gXi,XifPOgY k; XjfPOgY i; XkfPOgY j .Since RCC-5 is a subset of RCC-8, this result can beeasily applied to RCC-8.Corollary 4.2 RSAT(RCC-8) is NP-hard.In order to identify the borderline between tractabil-ity and intractability, one has to examine all subsets ofRCC-8. We limit ourselves to subsets containing all base



relations, because these subsets still allow to express de�-nite knowledge, if it is available. Additionally, we requirethe universal relation to be in the subset, so that it ispossible to express complete ignorance. This reducesthe search space from 2256 subsets to 2247 subsets. Weproved a property that has likewise been used in iden-tifying the maximal tractable subset of Allen's calculus[Nebel and B�urckert, 1995] that can be used to furtherreduce the search space.Theorem 4.3 RSAT( bS) can be polynomially reduced toRSAT(S)Corollary 4.4 Let S be a subset of RCC-8.1. RSAT( bS) 2 P i� RSAT(S) 2 P.2. RSAT(S) is NP-hard i� RSAT( bS) is NP-hard.The �rst statement of Corollary 4.4 can be used toincrease the number of elements of tractable subsetsof RCC-8 considerably. With the second statement ofCorollary 4.4, NP-hardness proofs of RSAT can be usedto exclude certain relations from being in any tractablesubset of RCC-8. The NP-hardness proof of Theorem 4.1,e.g., only uses the relations fPOg and fPP;PP�1g. Sofor any subset S with the two relations contained in bS ,RSAT(S) is NP-hard. The following NP-hardness resultscan be used to exclude more relations.Lemma 4.5 Let S be a subset of RCC-8 con-taining all base relations. If any of the rela-tions fTPP;NTPP;TPP�1;NTPP�1g, fTPP;TPP�1g,fNTPP;NTPP�1g, fNTPP;TPP�1g or fTPP;NTPP�1gis contained in bS, then RSAT(S) is NP-hard.Proof Sketch. When Rf [ Rt is replacedby fTPP;NTPP;TPP�1;NTPP�1g, fTPP;TPP�1g orfNTPP;NTPP�1g, the transformation of Theorem 4.1can be applied. For fNTPP;TPP�1g and fTPP;NTPP�1g ONE-IN-THREE-3SAT has to be used.By computing the closure of all sets containing theeight base relations together with one additional relation,the following lemma can be obtained.Lemma 4.6 RSAT(S) is NP-hard for any subset S ofRCC-8 containing all base relations together with one ofthe 72 relations of the following sets:N1 = fR j fPOg 6� R and (fTPP;TPP�1g � R orfNTPP;NTPP�1g � R)g;N2 = fR j fPOg 6� R and (fTPP;NTPP�1g � R orfTPP�1;NTPPg � R)g:5 Transformation of RSAT to SATFor transforming RSAT to propositional satis�ability(SAT) we will transform every instance � of RSAT toa propositional formula in CNF that is satis�able i� � is

consistent. We will start fromm(�), the modal encodingof �, and show that whenever m(�) is satis�able it hasa Kripke model of a speci�c type. This model will thenbe used to transform m(�) to a propositional formula.m(�) is satis�able if it is true in a world w of a Kripkemodel M = hW; fR1 = W � W;R2 � W � Wg; �i,where W is a set of worlds, R1 the accessibility rela-tion of the 2-operator, R2 the accessibility relation ofthe I-operator, and � a truth function that assigns atruth value to every atom in every world. The truthconditions for M; w j̀ m(�) can be speci�ed as a com-bination of truth conditions of the single atoms accordingto the form of m(�). In this way M; w j̀ I', e.g., canbe written as (8u : wR2u:M; u j̀ ') andM; w j̀ :I' as(9u : wR2u:M; u j̀ :'). We will call this form of writingMj̀ m(�) the explicit form of m(�).Before transforming m(�) to a propositional formula,we have to show that there is a Kripke model of m(�)that is polynomial in the number of spatial variables n.De�nition 5.1 Let u 2 W be a world of the modelM.� u is a world of level 0 if vR2u only holds for v = u.� u is a world of level l+ 1 if vR2u holds for a worldv of level l and there is no world v 6= u of level > l.We assume that every occurrence of a sub-formula ofm(�) of the form :2', where ' contains no 2 opera-tors, introduces a new world of level 0. As these sub-formulas correspond to entailment constraints, the num-ber of worlds of level 0 is polynomial in n.For every spatial variable X and every world w theremight be sub-formulas that force the existence of a worldu with wR2u where X is true or where :X is true. Be-cause there are n di�erent spatial variables, 2n di�erentworlds u with wR2u are su�cient for each world w.De�nition 5.2 An RCC-8-frame F = hW; fR1; R2gihas the following properties:1. W contains only worlds of level 0; 1 and 2.2. For every world w of level k (k = 0; 1) there areexactly 2n worlds u of level k + 1 with wR2u.3. For every world w of level k there is exactly oneworld u for every level 0 � l � k with uR2w.An RCC-8-model is based on an RCC-8-frame.Lemma 5.3 m(�) is satis�able i�M; w j̀ m(�) for anRCC-8-modelM with polynomially many worlds.Now it is possible to transform the explicit form ofm(�) to a propositional formula p(m(�)) in CNF suchthat p(m(�)) is satis�able i� m(�) is satis�able in apolynomial RCC-8-model M. For this purpose, propo-sitional atoms Xw are introduced which stand for thetruth of atomX in world w of the RCC-8-modelM. Fur-ther, universally quanti�ed truth conditions are trans-formed into conjunctions and existentially quanti�ed



truth conditions are transformed into truth conditionson particular worlds, which can be determined using thestructure of the RCC-8-frame and the modal formula.Theorem 5.4 RSAT(RCC-8) can be polynomially re-duced to SAT.With Corollary 4.2 this leads to the following theorem.Theorem 5.5 RSAT(RCC-8) is NP-complete.6 Tractable Subsets of RCC-8In order to identify a tractable subset of RCC-8, we an-alyze which relations can be expressed as propositionalHorn formulas, as satis�ability of Horn formulas (HORN-SAT) is tractable.Proposition 6.1 Applying the transformation p to themodel and entailment constraints, to the axioms for I,and to the properties of closed regions leads to Horn for-mulas.Since the model constraints � and A are transformedto inde�nite Horn formulas, the transformation of anydisjunction of these constraints with any other constraintis also Horn. All relations with an abbreviated formusing only abbreviations or disjunctions of abbreviationstransformable to Horn formulas can be transformed toHorn formulas. In this way 64 di�erent relations canbe transformed to Horn formulas. We call the subset ofRCC-8 containing these relations H8.Theorem 6.2 RSAT(H8) can be polynomially reducedto HORNSAT and therefore RSAT( bH8) 2 P.Theorem 6.3 bH8 contains the following 148 relations:bH8 = RCC-8 n (N1 [N2 [ N3)with N1 and N2 as de�ned in Lemma 4.6 andN3 = fRjfEQg � R and ((fNTPPg � R; fTPPg 6� R)or (fNTPP�1g � R; fTPP�1g 6� R))g:For proving that bH8 is a maximal tractable subset ofRCC-8, we have to show that no relation of N3 can beadded to bH8 without making RSAT intractable.Lemma 6.4 The closure of every set containing bH8 andone relation of N3 contains the relation fEQ;NTPPg.Therefore it is su�cient to prove NP-hardness ofRSAT( bH8 [ fEQ;NTPPg) for showing that bH8 is a max-imal tractable subset of RCC-8.Lemma 6.5 RSAT( bH8 [ fEQ;NTPPg) is NP-hard.Proof Sketch. Transformation of 3SAT to RSAT( bH8[fEQ;NTPPg). Rt = fNTPPg and Rf = fEQg. Polarityconstraints:XLfEC;NTPPgX:L; Y LfTPPgY :L;XLfTPP;NTPPgY :L; Y LfEC;TPPgX:L;Clause constraints for each clause c = fi; j; kg:Y ifNTPP�1gXj ; Y jfNTPP�1gXk; Y kfNTPP�1gXi:

Theorem 6.6 bH8 is a maximal tractable subset ofRCC-8.It has to be noted that there might be other maximaltractable subsets of RCC-8 that contain all base relations.As bH8 is tractable, the intersection of RCC-5 and bH8is also tractable. We will call this subset bH5.Theorem 6.7 bH5 is the only maximal tractable subsetof RCC-5 containing all base relations.7 Applicability of Path-ConsistencyAs shown in the previous section, RSAT( bH8) can besolved in polynomial time by �rst transforming a set ofbH8 formulas to a propositional Horn formula and thendeciding it in time linear in the number of literals. Thisway of solving RSAT does not appear to be very e�cient.As RSAT is a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)[Mackworth, 1987], where variables are nodes and rela-tions are arcs of the constraint graph, algorithms for de-ciding consistency of a CSP can also be used. A correctbut in general not complete O(n3) algorithm for decidinginconsistency of a CSP is the path-consistency method[Mackworth, 1977] that makes a CSP path-consistentby successively removing relations from all edges using8k : Rij  Rij \ (Rik �Rkj), where i; j; k are nodes andRij is the relation between i and j. If the empty relationoccurs while performing this operation, the CSP is notpath-consistent, otherwise it is.In this section we will prove that path-consistency de-cides RSAT( bH8). This is done by showing that the path-consistency method �nds an inconsistency whenever pos-itive unit resolution (PUR) resolves the empty clausefrom the corresponding propositional formula. As PURis refutation-complete for Horn formulas, it follows thatthe path-consistency method decides RSAT(H8). Theonly way to get the empty clause is resolving a positiveand a negative unit clause of the same variable. Sincethe Horn formulas that are used contain only a few typesof di�erent clauses, there are only a few ways to resolveunit clauses using PUR.De�nition 7.1� RK denotes the set of relations of H8 with the con-junct K appearing in their abbreviated form.� RK1;K2 denotes RK1 [ RK2 .� R� denotes R [R�_ [RA_[RC [R�_C [RA_C .� An RK-chain R�K(X;Y ) is a path from region Xto region Y , where all relations between successiveregions are from RK .Lemma 7.2 Let � be a set of H8-formulas.� A positive unit clause fXwg can only be resolvedfrom fY wg and a clause resulting from XR�Y 2 �.When such a resolution is possible, XR�;AY cannothold, so XR;CY must hold.



� A negative unit clause f:Xwg can only be resolvedfrom fY wg and a clause resulting from XR�;AY 2�.Lemma 7.3 If the positive unit clause fXwg can be re-solved with PUR using an R�-chain from X to Y , thepath-consistency method results in XR;CY .Using Lemma 7.3, it can be proven that the path-consistency method decides RSAT(H8). Using the proofof Theorem 4.3, it is possible to express every relation ofbH8 as a Horn formula. Then the following theorem canbe proven.Theorem 7.4 The path-consistency method decidesRSAT( bH8).Another interesting question is whether the path-consistency method computes minimal possible relationson bH8. As the following example demonstrates, this isnot the case even for the set bH5. AfPPgD is impossiblealthough the constraint graph is path-consistent:
l ll l--? ?HHHHHHHHj���������CA BDDR _ PP�1PODR _ PO DR _ PPPO _ PPPO _ PP8 Related WorkNebel [1995] showed that RSAT( bB) can be decided inpolynomial time, where B is the set of the RCC-8 baserelations. Since B � H8, our result is more general. Fur-ther, bB contains only 38 relations, whereas bH8 contains148 relations, i.e. about 58% of RCC-8.Grigni et al. [1995] proved NP-hardness of problemssimilar to RSAT. For instance, they considered the prob-lem of relational consistency, which means that thereexists a path-consistent re�nement of all relations tobase relations, and showed that this problem is NP-hard. While our NP-hardness result on RSAT impliestheir result, the converse implication follows only usingthe above cited result by Nebel [1995].In addition to this syntactic notion of consistency,Grigni et al. [1995] considered a semantic notion of con-sistency, namely, the realizability of spatial variables asinternally connected planar regions. This notion is muchmore constraining than our notion of consistency. It isalso computationally much harder.9 SummaryWe analyzed the computational properties of the qualita-tive spatial calculus RCC-8 and identi�ed the boundarybetween polynomial and NP-hard fragments. Using amodi�cation of Bennett's encoding of RCC-8 in a multi-modal propositional logic, we transformed the RCC-8consistency problem to a problem in propositional logic
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